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4 CIRICAL VERIFICATION OF TEIATAIVE LEADERSHIP AREAS

I. GENERAL STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The ultimate goal of the Officer Leaders Task is the creation of a differ-
antial classification battery for commissioning officers in the United States
-,my. An essential condition for such a classification system is differential

3ob performance, i.e., that substantial numbers of applicants for a commission
;ill eventually perform better on one type of officer job than on another.
4 m:ever intuitively obvious this concept may seem, it is a stubborn fact that
chere is no objective evidence to support the notion of differential job per-
fVrmance on most Army officer jobs. Indeed, most rcurrent assignment policies
--id virtually all of the Army leadership doctrine and training are directed
'.-;)wrd the development of a leader who will be ýffec-,ive in as many job situa-
>:ions as possible. in view of the above, differential job performance on Army
off'icer jobs can best be regarded as an hypothesis which has yet to be verified.
When verified, attempts should be made to determine in what types of jobs officers
perform differently.

This is a report on an attempt to uuicover from eit. ing officer records
2videnci to support and elaborate on the hypothesis of differential job per-
formance on Army officer jobs. The ebsential data extracted from these records
were the operational efficiency ratings. The hypothesis was to be tested by
at tempting to demonstrate that job performance is more consistent overtime on
similar job duties than it is on dissimilar job duties.

II. GEME AL CU'LI,I CF STUDY

Five major steps were planned for this ý.aes;,.gation. The first two steps
were concerned with the selection of cases from existing officer records; the
last three steps dealt with the analysis of these cases. An outline of these
five steps follows:

1. For feasibility purposes, the more than 400 existing officer MOS were
judgmentally reduced to ten job areas. Cases, therefore, consisted of company
grade officers who worked in these ten areas.

2. Two types of cases were selected from existing 201 files:

a. Those officers who has been sequentially rated in a single job area.

b. Those officers who had been sequentially rated in two different
Job areas.

Each type of case was to be further categorized into an analysis group on
the basis of the job area in which the officer performed. This categorization
would allow for a possible total of ten intre-•rea 1e 1) and 90 inter-a-ea
(type 2) analysis groups.



3. Spot checks were to be made on sources of variance which might be
*rrelevant to the job performance variance existing within an analysis group.
These sources were to include sequence of job area performance, ratee grade,
and time interval between ratings. Whenever appr)priate, adjustments were to
be made to control these sources of variance.

4. The differential job performance hypothesis was to be tested by
:omparing the intra-area rating relationships against the inter-area rating
elationships. If intra-area performance could be shown to be more consistent

,,a-nifest higher rating relationships) than inter-area performance, the hypothesis
would be supported.

9. Given support for the differential job pe•-formance hypothesis
(Step II D), an anaitqyie of the clustering of the job performance relationships
would be imde-,taken.

III. METHOD

A. DETERYMiATION OF A PRIORI JOB AREAS

There are more than 400 officer MOS descriptions included in SR 605-105-5.
Obviously, tbla is far in excess of the number that can reasonably be handled
in a single investigation. Consequently, this number was first reduced by
1Iianating those MOS which had special professional requirements, e.g., a
meidical degree, and those which were so specialized that there were only a few
officers in the MOS. This screening resulted in a reduction of 200 MOS.
Following the procedures outlined below, the remaining MOS were grouped on the
basis of technical knowledge requirements and character of Job activity.

1. Grouping by two scientists (principally on basis of descriptions in

sR 605-105-5).

2. Review by six scientists.

3. Review by seven commissioned officers.

4. Revisions resulting in 20 job areas.

5. Ranking of the 20 job areas to select the tan most promising ones.

The final list of ten officer Job areus included: A bcu~soi For

I. General Communications NTi. GiRA2J
LD2• TA3

2. Transportation Un U c~

3. Maintenance Jutirjc:,tio -

4. Field Artillery

5•. Construction Engineer t. e

Avol-Abali aud/o"
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6.infantry
7. Administrative

8. supply
9. Finance

10. Intelligence

B. SELECTION AND COLLECTION OF CASES

1. Ideall,, all of the cases in an analysis group wer, to be selected
from the officer 201 files in accordance with the rating corJi tions one might
set up in an experimental study.

a. Each of the ratee's two periods of job performance should have
been evaluated by a different rater.

b. The rated officer should have been in the same grade over both

pariodL of ratad job performance.

c. All of the rated officers should have had the same grade.

d. In the case of the inter-area analysis groupso. each ratee should
,, i-ed an invariant sequence of job assignment, e g , -pc i-for-asnce first in

ta,- infantry job vrea and then in the Tranapov:ta, ),.i,. x--a,

e. There should have been no time breac be-wen t h• two periods ofI rated job performance.

2. All of the cases collected met conditions a and b. Meeting the last
three conditions, however, would have markedly reduced the size of the analysis
groups. Hence statistical checks were made on a few sizable analysis groups
to determine if it were of statistical consequence to meet the stated conditions.
These analyses (See Appendix) suggested that ratee grade should be homogeneous
in any single analysis group. Hence, all of the analysis groups were composed
of caes having only one ratee grade, i.e., First Lieutenants or Captains. On
the other band, no statistically significant effects were noted when sequence
of Job assignment waa reversed (cond. d). Nor was any significant difference
found between a time break of less than 60 days and a time break of 60 days to
a year. Consequently, officers having as much as a year's break between ratings
and with both sequences of assignment were included in an analysis group.

C. DESCRIPTION OF RATING BCA=

The index or score used in the analyses was the sum of the rater and the
endorser ratings on SECTION VI. PERFORMANCE OF PESET DUTY of the operational
OFICER EFFICIENCY REPORT FORM 67-4. The possible score ranges from zero to
ten. Section VI is shown on the following page.
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Consier!% onl ffilcers of his aubranchg and about the game time in

i descrlptio and place a heavy X in the box opposite best description.

O uttanding- Plerfomance Of This Duty Found
. in Very F Officers

S4. Perfovas This Duty In A Serior Manner.

1. Perform This Duty In An Etcefcent Manner.

Performs This Duty In A
Very Satisactory Manner.

Product m=ent correlation coefficients were coaputed to describe the
relationships between the two sequentizal ratings iven to each officer in a
given analysis ,ro%. These procedukvi were cawried out separately for captaim
and first lieutenanmt. There were two types of analygis mp•a:

1. Intra-Area: Those officers vho had received a pair of ratings on
aerforauce it• the s& a priori job area. There were ton a priori areas;
hence, ten such anaLyesi W .

2. Inter-Area: Those officers who had received a pair of rating: one
istuis band-p perfoxance in one a priori area and the second based uon
perforiunce in a escond a priori area. Altough there vere 45 possible can-
binations.. there worent enougb cases to form half of the possible numer of
ana3ipis grw-s

-1j.



IV. RSUIWAS

A. IN=- AND UM-AREA CCWICMMI

I. The intra- and inter-area correlation coefficients found for Captains
and First Lieutenants are suimarized in Appendix Tables A-I and A-2. The
diagonal entries represent the intra-area correlation coefficients. The side
entries are the inter-area coefficients. Three characteristics of these tables
should be noted:

a. The diagonal (intra-area) cce:ficients were based upon fairly
large N's; hence, these coefficients can be regarded as rather stable parameter
estimates.

b. The side entry (inter-area) coefficients were coqputed on much
smaller N's. Most of these coefficients are relatively unstable parameter
estimates.

c. The actual number of side entries in each table is less than half
of the total number possible (45), i.e., the number of side entries for captains
is 21 and for first iieutenants, 15.

2. Given the variations in sample size on which the correlations are
•oaed, the question arose as to whether or not the variation in magntude of
-nirelation within a set of correlations might be attributed to the variations
iu sample size. The appropriate information for this prelim',.nunr analysis is
summarized in Table A-3. It can be seen that the standard deviations of the
•btained coefficients in the intra-area correlation analysis are almost identical
to the average stanArd error of the sam sets of r's. The standard deviation
of one set of inter-area r's (first lieutenants) is considerably smaller than
the average standard error of the same set, while the standard deviation of the
set of inter-area r's for captains is only slightly higher than its average
standard error. These results suggest that any ona]yuis of the variation in
r's within a set of r's could be dealing with variation which is due entirely
to samling error.

If variation in a s*t of correlation coefficients can be attributed to
sampling error, tVen the mean of a set of correlation coefficients can be
taken as a representative index f or that set. Given this information, tte
basic problem posed in this resetuch, -- D~es intra-area job performance differ
from inter-area Aoh performance1 -- cun bo ansaered by a cowpa-it<n of the means
of the atm- and inter-area sets of coueffiderts in Tubles 1.-. ;nd A-a. For
captains, these mere .404 and .378,, respectively. The difference of .026 is
neither statistically nor practically sipificant. The results for first
lieutenants vere similar. The mean intra-area r was .338 while the awen
inter-area r was .349, here too a negligible dii'erexce (.011). It can be
stated, therefore, that intra-area performace was not dawustrated to be more
consistent than inter-area performnce. Consequently, the hypotheais of differ-
ential job perfortnme on Arn officer job could not be supportped by Utle data.

-5



IV. DISM ION D cAM CLMUICM

When results are negative, the coarseness of y investigation which is
dependent upon the collection of available data leaves a feeling of dissatis-
faction. This study is no exception. There were three features of the pre-
sent study which are primarily responsible for tbat dissatisfaction.

A. TZ EAM HUSE I31BtiWI

The probability of reflecting differential job performance was lowered
becaus of the type of rating scale used. Put in another way, this type of
rating scale may engender halo effect when used to measure several aspects of
performance on a single job. The saw conditions which cause this effect in
a single job my operate across jobs to produce a similar halo effect.

B. TO PMFWWAM PRISTVAML MEASUED

An W006 is a crude Index of the actual work performed. For exaele, an
officer mey have an infantry MOB and perform as a PX or club officer. Or even
if be is doing work which Is normally in the Infantry job area, be could be
completely occupied with only one of a large ner of staff or field duties.
Unfortunately, the groupings of MOB's used in this study would result in an
even more heterogeneous grouping of job duties. In spite of the reasonableness
of the a priori groupings, it is extremely doubtful that the separate analysis
goups were made up of officers performing the same job duties.

C. THE "AIcIWI" C1 ASSIGN=f

As evidenced by both the number and size of the inter-area analysis groupe,
maet officers stay and perform in a single job area. It is conceivable that
there are biasing factors (insofar as the study to concerned) involved in a
"drastic" chmnge of assipment. Littlo vorthvhile information is available on
this point. It cannot be certain, therefore, that the intra- and inter-area
analysis groups a" truly c€arable--an assuotion which was necessary for the
conduct of this study.

In spite of the foregoing, the essential fact remains that the results of
this study do not support the hypothesis of differential job performance.

Program Coordinator: Saiul H. King

ProJect Director: Leonard C. Seeley

Statistical Advisor: Joseph . Marron

W1riter Of Report. HArS D orectein
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APPMIDX

SMIMSB OF RATING CONDfITONS CIS DAMA ANALYZED

Insufficient data were collected to yield siable analysis groups and,
at the same time, maintain sa of the rating standards or conditions thought
desirable for the proper conduct of this study,. It vas decided, therefore,
to check on the effects of these rating conditions on the data to be used in
the study. Those rating requirements vhich did not affect the ratings signif-
icantly would be dropped. The cases not meeting the a priori standards could
then be incorporated into the various analy is groups. The rating conditionms
analyzed were:

1. Q .- the time interval between the two rated performance periods
. was dicbotoaiized. (1) from 1 to 6O dys and (2) fr 60 days to a year.

2. Rank - To ranks were used: captains and first lieutenants.

3. Sequence - the sequence of job ( cformance, i.e., first performance
in oe MW and then perfonrance in tia as a or a different MUS was handled
in all cmbinations. The tables presented in the Appendix give the specific
ccdb ations tested.

I~i: Analyses of variance were carried out for selected HOG 's to detect the
effocts of the conditions described above. Preliminary checks of the hamo-
geneity of the variances by mean of Bartlett's test established tLat one of
the conditions for this týpe of analysis was satisfled. A schematic outline
of the results is given in Tables A-, A-5 and A-6. In these tables a check
mark iodicates an effect vhich is significant at better then .05 level of
!onfidence. No entry means an insignificant effect.

J.
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Table A-.3

CfSGARISOK CF AV&=0 STANDARD WCEIS OF =WND1 BU~S W
ccitmIAT6 CCUIXCZ3M WITH CBTAID ST~AMMA E&VIATIOIN CF

ACT=1A CaUMATIOU! CCEICIEMf~

Setaof's Avrage Sta0ar Stwadard Deviation
Sets o r's frayrofSet ofr's oftActual r's

Capains 1?;rc TWAIT 1

intra-ares .039 .057

later-area .108 .130
Ffrt LIeuteawnts (from Table 2)

lntr..-eres. .066 .059

i~ter-ares. .130 .071

Table A-.4

ANALYIS OF VAPIANCE OF THER VFWTS CP RANK, SE(M,((, AIM qWMIT CF' RATIMSO
FECt SIZC=~ "Ia WHZN PWhT KAXG 1 THE SAME CIR DUFFRMV THAN THE SECONID We~

02100 Commuiieatoas Orficer x x

1193 Field Artillery Lhdt Cocwwaez1r

154a2 Infantry Lhi1t Commnder x x
la0lO Supiply Utatf Oricer

06W0 K4~tor Tr port Officor

1351 Ccaat Coginaer Lh~it Cc~ander x

2110 Ak-ut~.zt or Mdjutant Genieral.
4&60 Autowtivv *4I.t Gal Sepair

620i~ Fia-ace Disbu~rsing Off lear

9301 Gotot In~tel~lgece St*f

Officer -0-1



Table A-5

ANALYSIS OF VAUMSI Or T'I ZMflMS OP RANK, S~qJIE,~ A11D COJAL.r OF
RAfl1KM PM 2Z=XrU NOS6' Is TEE MWc CW' BM RATING IS rim SM~E

A BA-B A.C

0200 Camnieations Officer X x

S.0 upply Staff Officer

154.2 Infantry Umit Caziader

Tu~b le A-6

ANALYV,5 CIF MAIIA=C OF TIMe FYIECT OF MMXI, SEVA4M AND QUALITY CEr
RATING FCR MW'ED SE= Cl' SPWIFIC NOGI*

2nd WE* lot mm* 1A' B C A.B A.C

2110 2110 or 15W I
9301 9301 or 154.2

1540. 154.2 or 2110

154 Q3 15420? or9301
"act previous tables tor titlem, of' MW

Vmr were 119 V<swible orteeta mt).ined in rN~b).ei A-4, A-,~ .wm A 6. Tý6
of thsiw of fOets war* *i16%f c~t at better tkhan tbew .05 lov91 at cwf~de=*c.
Of Utt*ee ten, rack~ (c) ftCred In t*i,4 *J&Atica-zt efects (eiz-I&r as a wain

* effect .ýr as a eewd order effect). it was 4iaciade, t~ret~re, tt!At it 'ould
Kwt be aliterbl to Include both esultu1~ and i- 11 lltuter..nts in wti azu1ytts
gr4 Saquetue mul quai.lity# ucn tt* ovlwr hal vare flt to have to little
effect ou th~e ruting vart 1.na tl1t tX~cse ratora could tmsil be Us.-tw~rdG4
* Amu fandzg ina1)eis Grqu


